MEMORANDUM

TO: Power Committee

FROM: Ben Kujala

SUBJECT: Staff Proposals for the Council’s Recommendations

BACKGROUND:

Presenter: Ben Kujala and Staff

Summary: The Council, by statute and legacy, has included recommendations to the region and to the Bonneville Administrator in previous power plans. Those recommendations have been based on the breadth of analysis, staff expertise, and input from our advisory committees and stakeholders. Staff will bring a proposal to the Power Committee on recommendations to include in the 2021 Plan. These proposals are intended to encourage conversation and consideration among the committee.

The subsequent meetings of the committee on June 15th and 16th are set aside for the committee to refine and change these proposals. Decisions at that meeting will guide staff in drafting the remaining sections of the plan document – which include these recommendations. The committee will then be given the drafts for further consideration.